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INTRODUCTION
Human trafficking is a gross violation of human rights that affects populations across regional, ethnic, and religious lines. It encompasses a
range of illicit activity, including sexual exploitation, forced labor, organ
removal, and forcible recruitment into an armed group or military service. In 2016 alone, the United Nations detected close to twenty-five
thousand victims of human trafficking, though this figure hides many
unreported cases.1 Seventy-two percent of them were women and girls.
Globally, an estimated 40.3 million people in 2016 were entrapped in
modern slavery—exploitative situations they could not leave or refuse
due to coercion, deception, threats, or violence.2
But human trafficking is not only an affront to human rights and dignity—it is also a criminal and security concern. Human trafficking can
fuel conflict by enabling armed and extremist groups to raise revenue
and expand their power and military capabilities.3 Human trafficking
can also drive displacement and destabilize communities, thereby exacerbating conflict and undermining development.4 When committed by
security forces and peacekeepers, human trafficking undercuts the ability of international institutions to carry out their missions of promoting
peace and stability.5
Forced labor produces an estimated $150 billion annually, making
it one of the world’s most profitable crimes.6 It is also a funding mechanism for violent extremist organizations: groups such as the selfproclaimed Islamic State in Iraq and Syria and Boko Haram in Nigeria
have enslaved women and girls and generated revenue from sex trafficking.7 Governments may profit as well: state-sponsored trafficking
can provide corrupt regimes a source of income and bolster their military capabilities.8
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Despite the security implications of human trafficking, convictions
for trafficking offenses are rare, programs focused on prevention and
protection are under-resourced, and most efforts to address human
trafficking are detached from broader conflict-prevention, security, and
counterterrorism initiatives. To prevent human trafficking and advance
U.S. security interests, the Donald J. Trump administration should use
sanctions to apply a travel ban and asset freeze on human traffickers;
pursue charges against Islamic State affiliates of sexual slavery and other
forms of human trafficking; encourage troop-contributing countries
to hold accountable peacekeepers who perpetrate sexual exploitation;
collect intelligence on human trafficking in locations where it already
tracks drug and arms trafficking; and lead by example by ensuring that
its policies on migration and asylum disincentivize trafficking and support its victims. These steps will help the United States and its allies
reduce human trafficking in conflict and terrorism-affected contexts
while promoting broader peace and stability.
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UNDERSTANDING
HUMAN TRAFFICKING
IN CONFLICT
Human trafficking occurs in almost every country in the world, but it
takes on particularly abhorrent dimensions during and after conflict.9
It is defined as the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring,
or receipt of people through the threat or use of abduction, abuse of
power or vulnerability, deception, coercion, fraud, force, or giving payments or benefits to a person in control of the victim for the purpose
of exploitation.10 While many trafficking victims are exploited within
their countries of residence, other victims are trafficked across regions
(see figure 1).
More than 72 percent of detected victims are women and girls; Western and Central Europe and North America, Central America, and the
Caribbean have particularly high rates of detected women and girls
(see figure 2).
Some forms of trafficking are particularly prevalent in the context
of armed conflict, such as sexual exploitation, enslavement, and forced
marriage; forced labor to support military operations; recruitment and
exploitation of child soldiers; and removal of organs to treat injured
fighters or finance operations.
Traffickers also target forcibly displaced populations. On migration
routes, human traffickers deceive people into fraudulent travel arrangements and job opportunities. Migrants face unique danger as they
go through holding points and informal settlements or accept unsafe
employment opportunities. Refugee women and girls are at particular
risk of sex trafficking and forced marriage.11
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Fi gure 1. MAI N DE TECTED TRANSREGIONAL
TRAFFICK I NG FLOWS, 201 4–201 7
Thicker arrows
represent up to 95 percent of detected trafficking flows in
destination countries. Thinner arrows
represent less than 5 percent of
detected victims in destination countries.
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Note: Most trafficking flows are based on data from destination countries. The
following flows are based on repatriation data from victims' countries of origin: from
Central and Southeastern Europe and sub-Saharan Africa to Eastern Europe and
Central Asia; from Eastern Europe and Central Asia and South America to East Asia
and the Pacific.
Source: UN Office on Drugs and Crime, Global Report on Trafficking in Persons 2018.

SEX TRAFFICKING
Sex trafficking takes various forms during armed conflict, including sexual exploitation, sexual slavery, and forced marriage. It is perpetrated by a range of different actors, including armed and violent
extremist groups, criminal networks, peacekeepers, representatives
from nongovernmental and multilateral organizations, national militaries, and corrupt and complicit government officials. Sex trafficking is
sometimes employed as a deliberate tactic by terrorist groups—including the Islamic State and Boko Haram—to attract, retain, mobilize, and
reward male fighters by promising them sex slaves.12 Although women
and girls make up the vast majority of detected victims worldwide, sex
trafficking is also committed against men and boys.
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Fi gure 2. DE TECTED VICT I MS OF TRAFFICK I NG I N
PER SONS, 2016 (OR MOST RECEN T)
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In areas where military personnel are deployed, rates of sexual
exploitation increase.13 During World War II, an estimated two hundred
thousand “comfort women” were forced into prostitution in brothels
serving the Japanese military. Many were Korean women who had been
offered false promises of education, foreign travel, and high-paying
jobs.14 UN peacekeepers and personnel frequently sexually exploit and
abuse the very citizens they are tasked with protecting. Two thousand
allegations were lodged against UN missions worldwide from 2005 to
2016; in 2018, UN peacekeepers faced allegations of sexual exploitation
or abuse in countries including the Central African Republic, Haiti, and
South Sudan.15
The risks of sex trafficking are exacerbated by conflict-induced
displacement. Across regions, displaced women and girls face particular vulnerabilities due to preexisting gender inequalities and the
breakdown of legal and social protection systems. Interviews with
Venezuelan women indicate that armed groups have demanded sex
as payment for crossing the border into Colombia.16 In China, female
North Korean refugees are targeted by traffickers and forced into prostitution and marriages.17 An overwhelming majority of female refugees
and migrants interviewed in Libya by the United Nations in 2017 and
2018 reported either having been raped or having witnessed rape.18 The
difficulty of obtaining work permits and residence documents further
places women at risk of sexual exploitation by landlords, employers,
and criminal groups.19
LABOR TRAFFICKING
Throughout history, governments, armed groups, and criminal and
extremist organizations in conflict settings have conducted human
trafficking to generate revenue, support military operations, assist in
illicit activities, and aid reconstruction. Armed groups often exploit
members of ethnic minorities, people attempting to flee conflict, or
abductees, forcing them to serve as porters, transport heavy military equipment, or assist in looting and pillaging.20 In the Democratic
Republic of Congo, armed groups forced internally displaced people
to work in gold and mineral mines.21 In postconflict situations, as countries start rebuilding societies and infrastructure, the demand for cheap
labor may also lead to an increase in trafficking; in Iraq, Ukrainian construction workers were held against their will and subjected to forced
labor at reconstruction sites.22
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Refugees and migrants are at high risk of being trafficked into forced
labor.23 Their lack of legal status leaves refugees and migrants vulnerable to exploitation, with traffickers deliberately deceiving workers
about their country of final destination and their living and working
conditions.24 In recent years, Rohingya Muslims fleeing genocide in
Myanmar have migrated to Malaysia, where some have been forced
into bonded labor on palm plantations and fishing boats in order to
repay smugglers.25
USE OF CHILDREN BY ARMED GROUPS
The use and recruitment of children by armed and extremist groups
nearly always constitutes human trafficking. In 2017, the United
Nations verified more than 21,000 grave violations of children’s rights
during conflict, including the recruitment and use of child soldiers—
an increase from 15,500 verified cases in 2016.26 Yemen saw a fivefold
increase in the number of children recruited between 2014 and 2015,
and in the Central African Republic the number of recruited children
quadrupled from 2016 to 2017.27
Some armed groups rely on children to sustain their military campaigns. Estimates suggest that in the early 2000s, 90 percent of forces
in Central Africa’s Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) were children, some
as young as eight.28 In addition, government forces around the world
continue to recruit and use children to bolster their ranks: the United
Nations investigated nearly 150 cases of children recruited by government forces in Myanmar in 2017.29
Extremist groups including al-Shabab, Boko Haram, the Islamic
State, and the Taliban have abducted children to fuel their efforts.30
In Liberia and Sierra Leone, government and rebel troops abducted
girls and forced them to cook, launder clothes, and serve as porters.31
Increasingly, terrorist groups are also using children to carry out suicide attacks: nearly 20 percent of suicide bombers used by Boko Haram
in recent years were children or teenagers.32 Similarly, the Islamic State
has kidnapped and trained Yazidi boys to carry out suicide bombings.33
Children are especially vulnerable to trafficking by armed groups
because of displacement, separation from their families, or inability to
attend school.34 Although recruitment of children usually involves coercion or abduction, some families and communities hand children over
to armed groups out of a sense of obligation, particularly if the group is
perceived as a security guarantor or if the group shares ethnic, religious,
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or geographic ties.35 Children may also join armed groups to earn money
when other survival options are elusive: in Sudan, children from the
impoverished and battle-scarred region of Darfur were recruited to
fight alongside Saudi-allied forces in Yemen with the lure of salaries that,
while meager, nevertheless represented a lifeline for their families.36
The broad reach of the internet and social media and the ease of
international travel also facilitate trafficking, including child trafficking,
by armed groups. Extremists use social media to groom vulnerable teenagers and bait them into joining armed groups. The Islamic State is particularly savvy and sophisticated in its use of social media—for example,
it launched a social media campaign to target Western women and girls
from the United States and across Europe to help build the caliphate.37
ORGAN TRAFFICKING
Conflict also gives rise to organ trafficking, with traffickers taking
advantage of weakened rule of law and the increased vulnerability of
displaced populations to remove organs from people to generate revenue or treat injured fighters.38 Victims of organ trafficking are recruited
through deception, coercion, and exploitation of vulnerabilities, such
as poverty; many are unaware of the nature of the procedure or the
effect on their health.39 In recent years, African migrants—many fleeing conflict—have been forced to sell their organs for passage into
Europe.40 Displaced Syrians have been subjected to organ trafficking:
refugees have sold their organs in exchange for money and assistance
with immigration authorities in Lebanon.41 The Islamic State has used
stolen organs to finance its war activities and to treat injured fighters,
sanctioning the removal of organs from a living “apostate” captive to
save a Muslim’s life even if the captive will die.42 The illicit organ trade
is lucrative; demand is high and buyers may pay up to $80,000 to secure
a kidney outside the formal transplant process.43 Up to 10 percent of all
transplants are thought to be conducted using illicitly acquired organs,
and by some estimates, organ trafficking raises between $840 million
and $1.7 billion annually in proceeds.44 Terrorist groups, such as Jabhat
Fateh al-Sham, have seized upon this opportunity to raise revenue.45
FORCED MARRIAGE
Conflict can exacerbate the risk of forced marriage, which has been
reported in armed conflicts across regions including Africa, Asia, and
the Middle East. Women and girls are the primary victims of this form
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of trafficking, often forced to tend to household duties while enduring
physical and emotional violence.46 Both the LRA and Sierra Leone’s
Revolutionary United Front abducted and coerced women and girls to
become “bush wives,” forcing them to marry combatants as well as to
clean, cook, and sometimes participate in armed attacks.47 Extremist
groups also traffic women and girls for the purpose of forced marriage:
the Islamic State recruited thousands of male affiliates by promising
kidnapped women and girls as “wives.”48
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IMPLICATIONS
FOR U.S. INTERESTS
Human trafficking in conflict settings supports terrorist and armed
groups, bankrolls criminal groups and transnational crime syndicates,
supports abusive regimes, fosters instability, weakens governance, and
impairs international cooperation, thereby undermining U.S. interests
in global stability and security.
SUPPORTING TERRORIST AND ARMED GROUPS
Armed groups use trafficking to boost recruitment, generate revenue,
expand military capabilities, and support operations, including by using
victims as combatants, messengers, cooks, porters, and spies.49 In recent
years, some violent extremist groups—including the Islamic State and
Boko Haram—have adopted the enslavement of populations as a policy
rather than a covert practice, using human trafficking not only for forced
labor and profit but also as a strategic tool to subjugate civilians.50 The
Islamic State’s Research and Fatwa Department recently published
explicit guidelines on how to treat female slaves—including rules on
which women it is permissible to sell—and provided ideological justifications for human slavery, defending the practice of sex slaves with
theological and historical references.51 The Islamic State also systematically barters and sells women and girls as commodities through sales
contracts notarized by Islamic State–run courts.52 These crimes generate significant revenue: in 2013 alone, ransom payments extracted by the
Islamic State amounted to between $35 and $45 million.53
In northern Nigeria and the Lake Chad region, Boko Haram similarly abducts women and girls to exchange prisoners, generate payments
through ransom, or lure security forces to an ambush.54 Some kidnapped women and girls are coerced into perpetrating suicide attacks:
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one study found that over 50 percent of Boko Haram’s suicide bombers
were women.55 Boko Haram has notoriously gone after schoolgirls as
part of its campaign, kidnapping 276 female students from Chibok in
Borno State in 2014 and generating an international outcry. Most of the
captives were subjected to domestic servitude, forced labor, sexual slavery, forced marriage, and conversion. Boko Haram extracted approximately $3.7 million in ransom for the Chibok girls.56
In addition to generating profit, sex trafficking also advances armed
groups’ aims by decimating communities and denigrating the enemy.
Yazidi leaders decreed that kidnapped Yazidi women would be welcomed back into the community, but left it up to families to decide
whether to accept children whose fathers were Islamic State fighters—a
decision that has forced many Yazidi women to choose between returning home or remaining with their children.57 These enduring social and
economic consequences weaken communities and reduce their resilience, thereby advancing the strategic aims of terrorist groups.58
BANKROLLING CRIMINAL ACTIVITY
Trafficking in persons is one of the most lucrative forms of organized
crime and is generally thought to be a low-risk, high-profit enterprise
for criminal organizations and transnational crime syndicates.59 The
steady demand for forced labor and prostitution allows traffickers
to pass along to clients any extra costs they might incur, thereby protecting their financial gains.60 Human trafficking also enables criminal groups to diversify their funding streams and criminal activities:
in Mexico, large drug trafficking organizations have splintered into
smaller groups that specialize in particular forms of crime, including
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human trafficking. These groups are flatter and more nimble, and they
tend to resist pressure to limit violence.61 Criminal organizations may
also “multitask” by pairing human trafficking with other criminal activities—for example, using trafficking victims to transport drugs, which
can generate large profits.62
Conflict provides criminal groups with an opportunity to profit
from human trafficking. Nigeria’s criminal networks benefit enormously from trafficking and have profited from conflict in Libya.
Enhanced border security measures at the Lagos, Nigeria, airport could
have cut down on trafficking were it not for the governance vacuum in
Libya, which enables traffickers to transport victims overland through
Libya.63 In 2016, approximately eleven thousand Nigerian women
arrived in Italy via Libya, 80 percent of whom were destined for sexual
exploitation in Europe.64
An increase in poverty due to conflict compounds vulnerability to
trafficking. Impoverished Iraqi refugees receive offers of up to $6,000
to sell their daughters to trafficking rings associated with criminal
networks.65 In Ukraine, Russia’s annexation of Crimea and military
involvement in eastern Ukraine has also led to an increase in human
trafficking. Poverty, displacement, and restricted access to international
aid has rendered local populations—particularly women—vulnerable
to exploitation by criminal organizations.66
SUPPORTING ABUSIVE REGIMES
Some repressive governments traffic their citizens and compel them to
labor in harsh conditions in order to bolster the economy, circumvent
sanctions, or suppress dissent. During World War II, Nazi Germany’s
economy and war efforts relied on millions of forced laborers, including
civilians from occupied Europe, prisoners of war, and concentration
camp inmates.67 More recently, international human rights groups have
condemned the Eritrean mandatory service requirement, which conscripts all eighteen-year-olds into indefinite national service, including
in the military, education, agriculture, and construction in foreign government–owned mineral mines.68 Eritrean conscripts are poorly compensated and subjected to abusive conditions that are akin to forced
labor, with women often singled out for particularly harsh punishment
and sexual abuse.69 Governments also rely on human trafficking and
forced labor to circumvent sanctions: the North Korean government
has sent nearly one hundred thousand laborers to work abroad, mainly
in China and Russia, often in harsh conditions. The regime has thereby
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generated more than $500 million annually, helping it limit the effects
of economic sanctions.70 In addition, governments may use forced labor
as a means to repress or discriminate against certain populations or as
punishment for the expression of political views.71 Approximately four
million people were entrapped in state-imposed forced labor at any
given point in 2016, many of whom were also victims of trafficking.72
Such government-sponsored human rights abuses contribute to mass
displacement and regional instability.
FOSTERING INSTABILITY
Human trafficking can destabilize communities, thereby exacerbating
conflict and undermining development.73 Fear of human trafficking
drives displacement, which deprives communities of human potential
and weakens essential support structures, thus fostering instability. In
the Sinjar region of northern Iraq, threats of abduction by the Islamic
State drove two hundred thousand Yazidis to flee from the Islamic
State’s rule in fifteen months.74 Not all managed to escape; many
were killed or enslaved.75 And in Central America’s Northern Triangle region—El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras—many women
report that increasing levels of gang violence, which includes human
trafficking, was a major factor in their decision to migrate.76
The strategic and financial benefits of human trafficking also enable
armed and extremist groups to expand their power and capabilities,
thereby prolonging conflict.77 The human costs that trafficking exacts
on communities are detrimental and long lasting: the devastating effects
of this crime and the associated stigma—particularly in instances of
sexual exploitation and children being used by armed groups—unravels kinship networks and marginalizes survivors, resulting in isolation.
For women and girls, it can mean a loss of employment and marriage
prospects and ostracism for children born of rape, thereby creating a
cycle of poverty that is difficult to break.78 In postconflict situations, the
failure to address human trafficking can impede the chances of rebuilding societies and creating long-term stability.79
Human trafficking can also contribute to financial instability, particularly where armed groups and warlords take advantage of institutional instability to further their profits from trafficking.80 Despite
anti–money laundering programs, human traffickers continue to use
financial services to manage and launder money. When financial institutions fail to identify bad actors exploiting their services, they risk not
only financial consequences such as steep fines, remediation costs, and
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declines in corporate share values, but also reputational harm.81 Failure
of financial institutions to detect and prevent illicit behavior can lead
people to believe that banks and regulators are neither credible nor
properly functioning, thereby further destabilizing societies.
WEAKENING GOVERNANCE
The real and perceived corruption that fuels human trafficking—as
well as the failure of governments to address it—erodes faith in public
institutions. Government officials are sometimes complicit in human
trafficking: they help traffickers recruit, transport, and exploit victims, and corrupt criminal justice authorities impede prosecutions or
fail to provide victims with adequate protection.82 Often traffickers
will maintain control over their victims in destination countries by
threatening that if they manage to escape, officials will return them to
their captors.83 The vast majority of trafficking cases are not reported,
investigated, or prosecuted, further reinforcing public distrust in government. Transnational criminal groups also threaten family members of trafficking victims, including through the use of retaliation,
which contributes to underreporting.
UNDERMINING INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
Peacekeeping missions have contributed to an increase in human trafficking, including in the Balkans, Haiti, and Sierra Leone. Between 2001
and 2011, the presence of peacekeeping forces was positively correlated
with forced prostitution.84 In recent years, UN peacekeepers were
accused of more than one hundred cases of sexual exploitation in the
Central African Republic, and in Haiti allegations included reports of
peacekeepers luring children with candy and money and then sexually
abusing them.85
Similarly, an increased presence of military personnel can fuel the
demand for sexually exploitative services.86 In South Korea between
the 1960s and 1980s, South Korean women were trafficked to brothels
visited frequently by U.S. military personnel, tricked by job-placement
agencies and held in debt to pimps who managed a network of prostitution camps.87 The trafficking of women around U.S. bases in South
Korea has remained a problem; in more recent years, foreign women—
including from China, the Philippines, and Russia—are increasingly
replacing South Korean women as victims of sex trafficking and prostitution.88 Commercial sex zones have emerged close to several U.S.
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military bases around the world, from Fort Bragg in North Carolina to
Baumholder in Germany.89 Following the 1999 North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) intervention in Kosovo, the influx of military
personnel from NATO countries transformed a small-scale market for
prostitution that focused on catering to UN peacekeepers deployed in
the early 1990s into a large-scale sex trafficking industry led by organized criminal groups.90 In addition, police and military personnel in
countries around the world have been complicit in trafficking: in one
example over the last decade, local military officials at security checkpoints in Sudan and Egypt returned victims to traffickers who had kidnapped and trafficked displaced Eritreans.91
The U.S. government has also been implicated in labor trafficking in conflict areas. In 2006, U.S. government inspectors uncovered
abuses by U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) contractors who were
hiring workers from third-party countries to work on U.S. bases in
Iraq. Recruiters and intermediaries in the laborers’ countries of origin
employed deceptive hiring practices and charged laborers excessive
fees, and victims then lived and worked under substandard conditions
on U.S. bases, with DOD contractors withholding passports to prevent
them from leaving the country.92
Human trafficking committed or permitted by peacekeepers and
security forces undermines the integrity of international institutions
that promote peace and stability, hinders their ability to carry out critical missions, and runs counter to U.S. security interests. Involvement
of peacekeepers in human trafficking damages public perceptions of
the United Nations. Opponents of multilateralism in the United States
point to abuses by UN peacekeepers as justification for reducing U.S.
investment in international institutions, even though these institutions
are critical to broader global stability.
Human trafficking is also an affront to core U.S. values, including the
right to freedom and dignity and a commitment to justice and the rule
of law. Perpetrating sex and labor trafficking and failing to hold traffickers accountable undermines the United States’ standing on other
human rights issues and diminishes U.S. influence in security efforts.
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CONSIDERATIONS
FOR U.S. POLICY
Combating trafficking is deeply tied to U.S. national security interests,
including countering terrorism and organized crime, conflict prevention and stabilization, and multilateral cooperation. Ignoring its spread
undermines efforts to advance a more peaceful and secure world. Yet
human trafficking is rarely considered a budgetary or strategic priority.
The Trump administration should prioritize anti-trafficking measures
and mainstream this issue in existing conflict prevention, anti-crime,
counterterrorism, and stabilization efforts by increasing investment,
reporting, and prosecution.
CURRENT U.S. AND GLOBAL POLICY
In the United States, efforts to address human trafficking increased
after the U.S. Congress passed the Trafficking Victims Protection Act
of 2000. Officials in the three most recent presidential administrations have taken steps to address the ways in which human trafficking
undermines U.S. security interests. The George W. Bush administration established the President’s Interagency Task Force to Monitor and
Combat Trafficking in Persons in 2002; the Barack Obama administration issued a National Intelligence Estimate on global human trafficking in 2016; and in 2017, the Trump administration issued an executive
order directing law enforcement agencies to enhance cooperation with
foreign counterparts to identify, interdict, disrupt, and dismantle transnational criminal organizations that conduct trafficking.93 Numerous
agencies across the U.S. government have created programs, offices,
and initiatives focused on combating human trafficking internationally. These initiatives, which include the U.S. Department of State’s
annual Trafficking in Persons (TIP) reports, the Counter–Trafficking
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in Persons Policy of the U.S. Agency for International Development
(USAID), and U.S. investment in the Global Fund to End Modern Slavery, show a long-standing bipartisan commitment.
Congress has demonstrated continued commitment to combating
human trafficking. In January 2019, it reauthorized the seminal Trafficking Victims Protection Act with improved reporting and tighter criteria
for determining whether countries meet the minimum standards for
eliminating human trafficking and thus are eligible to receive foreign
assistance. In recent years, Congress enacted a series of supporting
laws, including the Abolish Human Trafficking Act, to provide greater
assistance to victims, and the Allow States and Victims to Fight Online
Sex Trafficking Act, to hold websites that host sex-trafficking ads
accountable. Congress has also passed legislation to address specific
forms of trafficking in conflict situations, including the Child Soldiers
Prevention Act of 2008.
The United States also has numerous financial mechanisms that could
be more consistently used to address trafficking in conflict settings. The
Global Magnitsky Act, enacted in 2016, allows the president to freeze
the assets of individuals who commit gross violations of human rights.
A 2017 executive order broadened the mandate of the act to cover any
“serious human rights abuse,” thereby lowering the evidentiary threshold for inclusion. The Leahy Law, a provision in the Foreign Assistance
and National Defense Authorization Acts, was enacted to cut U.S. assistance from partner security force units found to have committed “gross
violations of human rights.” The Department of the Treasury has created
several offices that address trafficking through financial regulations: the
Financial Crimes Enforcement Network advises financial institutions on
how to detect activity related to human trafficking, the Office of Foreign
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Assets Control administers sanctions against groups associated with the
use of child soldiers, and the Office of Terrorism and Financial Intelligence tracks and combats terrorist activity.
Notwithstanding these steps, significant gaps remain in translating the U.S. government’s rhetoric into consistent action, including
in areas affected by conflict or terrorism. Few of these programs and
policies have addressed the intersection of trafficking and national
security or sufficiently addressed the compounding effect of conflict
and migration on trafficking patterns. For example, the Department
of Homeland Security’s Blue Campaign, which educates the public
and law enforcement about human trafficking, is chronically understaffed, while USAID’s 2012 Counter–Trafficking in Persons Policy
has not been updated to reflect recent trends surrounding displacement and migration. In 2018, the Trump administration announced it
would not issue presidential waivers to countries ranked Tier 3 in the
State Department’s Trafficking in Persons report, thereby prohibiting
non-humanitarian, non-trade aid to nearly twenty countries that are
neither complying with minimum standards in preventing trafficking
nor making significant efforts to do so. However, nongovernmental
organizations allege that giving out fewer aid waivers results in more
closures of programs that directly assist people in need, from addressing the current Ebola crisis in Congo to demining former war zones,
and even to combating human trafficking.94 Meanwhile, the Trump
administration continues to issue national security waivers to five of
eight countries identified by the State Department as using child soldiers, a practice carried on from the Obama administration.
The U.S. government does not invest much in using national security and intelligence tools to identify and disrupt human trafficking
routes. The broader national security community does not communicate enough with officials focused on human rights and conflict prevention, resulting in missed opportunities to better leverage U.S. legal
authorities, tools, and capacities to prevent human trafficking. U.S.
human rights offices, such as those focused on human trafficking and
those addressing conflict-related sexual violence, also do not coordinate enough. And despite the proliferation of resolutions, protocols,
laws, and action plans focused on combating trafficking, it continues
to be treated as a human rights issue that is ancillary to broader foreign
policy concerns, including conflict prevention and counterterrorism.
Beyond the United States, in recent decades nations have created
a comprehensive legal framework to prevent and outlaw human trafficking, including through the 2000 Protocol to Prevent, Suppress
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and Punish the Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children, which has 117 signatories. This protocol supplemented the UN
Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime, the first global
legally binding instrument that includes a consensus on the definition
of trafficking in persons. Today, almost every country has legislation
in place that criminalizes human trafficking, and the number of convictions is increasing.95
Governments have also collaborated to bring greater attention
to the issue of human trafficking and increase cross-border cooperation, including through the 2017 Call to Action to End Forced Labor,
Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking and the Alliance 8.7 initiative—a global partnership dedicated to eradicating forced labor,
modern slavery, human trafficking, and child labor (target 8.7 of the
Sustainable Development Goals, or SDGs). The SDGs include three
targets related to trafficking, with specific mention of eliminating sex
trafficking of women and girls; forced labor, modern slavery, and child
labor, including the use of child soldiers; and the exploitation and trafficking of children.96 The Financial Action Task Force—established
by a group of thirty-two nations to set global standards for combating
threats to the international financial system—in 2011 published a comprehensive report analyzing financial flows from human trafficking, and
a follow-up report in 2018 contained best practices and recommendations for member countries.97 Overall, though, coordination between
governments on anti-trafficking measures remains limited, with donor
dialogues few and far between.
The UN Security Council and the broader UN system have also
begun to recognize the security implications of human trafficking and
its links with conflict, instability, and terrorism. For the first time in
its history, the UN Security Council adopted a presidential statement
in 2015 noting that trafficking in persons can exacerbate conflict and
foster insecurity. In 2016, the Security Council adopted Resolution
2331, the first to recognize human trafficking as a tactic of terrorism that
undermines broader conflict prevention and peacebuilding efforts. The
resolution further noted that extremist and terrorist groups use sexual
violence—including sexual slavery—as a tactic of terror. In 2017, the
UN secretary-general called on the Security Council to include human
trafficking criteria when adopting sanctions regimes in situations of
armed conflict; in 2018, the Security Council sanctioned six individuals
involved in the trafficking of migrants in Libya.98
The private sector is also taking steps to address human trafficking and conflict in its internal practices and supply chains by training
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employees and investing in anti-trafficking initiatives. Hotel chains
Hilton and Marriott have partnered with nongovernmental organizations to train survivors of sex trafficking in the hospitality industry
and help them secure long-term employment.99 And JPMorgan worked
with the Department of Homeland Security to develop technological
tools to identify financial transaction patterns that were red flags for
human trafficking, even in cases of low dollar transactions.100
Financial tracking, technological innovation, awareness programs,
and public-private partnerships that focus broadly on combating trafficking and exploitation can be tailored to address trafficking exacerbated by conflict. Some states and nations are developing legislation to
enforce corporate responsibility, such as the 2010 California Transparency in Supply Chains Act and the 2015 UK Modern Slavery Act, which
require companies to disclose their efforts to eradicate human trafficking from their direct supply chains.101 These requirements are particularly critical for businesses with supply chains in conflict-affected areas
and in countries with high refugee populations.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE UNITED STATES
U.S. security efforts that fail to account for the prospect of trafficking
of vulnerable populations risk creating a situation in which traffickers
can thrive, thereby threatening global stability and bolstering malicious
actors, including terrorist groups, transnational crime networks, and
repressive regimes. As part of the Trump administration’s commitment to advancing U.S. security interests, the U.S. government should
increase attention and resources to combating human trafficking.
Critics may question the allocation of attention and resources to
the issue of trafficking, which has been seen as a concern primarily of
human rights activists, not of the national security community. However, a growing body of research and evidence suggests that human
trafficking fuels many of the paramount security challenges facing
the United States, from the rise of extremism to continued destabilization in Afghanistan and Iraq. As security threats converge, human
trafficking becomes a threat multiplier, financing other criminal activities and fomenting greater insecurity. Failing to identify and combat
trafficking creates secondary and tertiary effects that undermine U.S.
national security interests by allowing extremist groups to flourish,
driving migrant flows, and reducing trust and cooperation among
global partners.
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To strengthen U.S. efforts to prevent trafficking and promote security, the White House—together with the intelligence community,
the Departments of Defense, Justice, State, and the Treasury, and
USAID—should work to disrupt and dismantle the criminal networks
and terrorist groups that exploit conflict-related human trafficking,
while prioritizing the prevention, prosecution, and protection from
human trafficking in conflict contexts.
Disrupt and Dismantle Criminal Networks and Terrorist Groups
The Departments of State and the Treasury should use sanctions to freeze
assets of human traffickers. The Treasury should issue new authorities
to authorize and encourage the use of targeted sanctions to block assets
raised through human trafficking. In the absence of new legislation, the
Treasury should use existing authorities under the Global Magnitsky
Act or the executive order Blocking Property of Transnational Criminal Organizations to address human trafficking crimes globally. In parallel, the U.S. government should encourage the UN Security Council
to pass a resolution permitting the sanctions designation of human
traffickers around the world. The U.S. government should also encourage countries to bring individuals and evidence forward to the Security
Council to support trafficking-related designations.
The Department of the Treasury should urge other governments
to adopt legislation to encourage data sharing related to suspicious
financial activity. Section 314(a) of the USA Patriot Act and the resulting Financial Crimes Enforcement Network required the Treasury to
adopt regulations that would encourage information sharing between
regulatory and law enforcement actors and banks and other financial
institutions in order to identify suspicious financial activity related
to terrorist acts or money laundering activities—both of which could
include human trafficking in conflict.102 By offering protections from
liability, Section 314(b) of the same act encourages financial institutions to share information with one another to better identify money
laundering or terrorist activities. Enacting similar legislation throughout Europe and around the world would create a legal and regulatory
framework to enable a greater number of banks to share data on transactions related to terrorism or money laundering—including human
trafficking. Increased data sharing and greater collaboration across
investigative networks would improve government efforts to investigate, disrupt, and dismantle human trafficking syndicates.
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The Departments of Justice and the Treasury should report the
number of cases they investigate and prosecute related to human trafficking in conflict or terrorist financing. The Department of the Treasury
should work with other banking agencies to identify and draw on successful strategies to use anti–money laundering approaches to address
human trafficking in conflict, including by closing policy or regulatory
gaps and providing employee training. Risk assessments of illicit activities in the United States should include attention to human trafficking.
The U.S. government should fund research on how human traffickers
use virtual currency in conflict-affected contexts.
The U.S. government should strengthen the regulatory system to
address money laundering in the virtual world. The internet has accelerated illicit trade and is dominated by a handful of companies. Although
these companies are legitimate, they facilitate illegal transactions.
Online markets are owned by private companies, so these spaces need
to be regulated both by the companies themselves and by the U.S. government. The Departments of State and the Treasury should further
encourage Group of Seven and Group of Twenty countries to develop a
shared regulatory system to stop illicit trade that occurs in cyberspace.
The U.S. government should encourage greater analysis of financial flows associated with human trafficking in conflict and with human
trafficking that finances terrorism. The Departments of State and the
Treasury should encourage the Egmont Group of Financial Intelligence
Units and the Financial Action Task Force to use and keep up to date
human trafficking–relevant typologies, case studies, and red flag indicators. The U.S. government should ensure that its own financial intelligence units maintain expertise on human trafficking and encourage the
same of other governments.
The U.S. intelligence and law enforcement communities should
increase their monitoring of human trafficking connected to armed
conflict and terrorism. From the Central Intelligence Agency to the
Defense Intelligence Agency, the intelligence community should better
track the exploitation of migrant and smuggling routes by criminal
networks and terrorist groups, including by collecting information on
human trafficking where the U.S. government already tracks drugs and
arms trafficking. The Office of the Director of National Intelligence
should elevate human trafficking to a higher priority in the National
Intelligence Priorities Framework.
The U.S. Congress should require companies established in the
United States to disclose their beneficial owners to the Financial Crimes
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Enforcement Network when they incorporate and to continuously
update this information. Currently, the United States is one of the
most financially secretive countries in the world.103 Criminals, terrorists, and traffickers have taken advantage of gaps in U.S. legislation to
open anonymous shell corporations to access the U.S. banking system,
enabling terrorist financing, money laundering by criminal organizations, and countries evading sanctions. Passing legislation would
help law enforcement combat terrorism, criminal activity, and other
threats—including human trafficking.
Improve Prevention
U.S. government policies on human trafficking should include a stronger
focus on conflict, and policies on conflict-related issues should include a
stronger focus on human trafficking. USAID should update its Counter–
Trafficking in Persons Policy every five years; the 2012 policy should be
revised with greater attention to recent migration trends and the incidence of human trafficking in conflict, as well as human trafficking and
terrorist financing. Agency implementation plans for the 2019 Women,
Peace, and Security Strategy should expand on opportunities for U.S.
staff focused on gender and trafficking issues to better collaborate in
addressing conflict-related human trafficking of women and girls.
The Defense and State Departments should include training to
identify and prevent human trafficking in all U.S. security cooperation
efforts. This training requirement would build on the 2017 National
Defense Authorization Act, which required security cooperation
efforts to be accompanied by training on human rights. More courses
offered by the U.S. Defense Institute of International Legal Studies
should include information on how partner security forces can combat
trafficking in persons.
The Departments of Labor and State should urge corporate due
diligence to protect against industry involvement in human trafficking
in conflict. In line with the U.S. government’s 2016 National Action
Plan on Responsible Business Conduct, the Departments of Labor
and State should ensure a focus on conflict-affected areas in their
research on trafficking and forced-labor prevention in federal and corporate supply chains. The U.S. government should continue to work
with U.S. companies and civil society to develop conflict-free supply
chains, such as by sourcing certified minerals from the African Great
Lakes region.
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The State Department should incentivize private-sector efforts to
create promising technologies to prevent human trafficking in conflict
contexts. The U.S. government should promote efforts by the information and communications technology sector to combat human
trafficking, potentially through the use of social media and other communications tools. The United States should also support Tech Against
Trafficking and other coalitions of global technology companies, civil
society organizations, and international institutions to include a focus
on conflict-related human trafficking.
The State Department and USAID should invest in research and
analysis on the relationship between human trafficking, conflict, and
terrorism. The State Department’s and USAID’s conflict monitoring
tools should include analyses of the relationship between human trafficking and broader conflict dynamics, including postconflict economies. These analyses should also identify how the U.S. government
can disincentivize human trafficking by armed or terrorist groups,
including through peacebuilding, sanctions, and broader accountability efforts.
The U.S. Congress should pass legislation, modeled on California’s approach, requiring that companies with annual global receipts
exceeding $100 million publicly disclose their efforts to address forced
labor, slavery, and human trafficking in their supply chains. Congress
could, for example, reintroduce and pass the Business Supply Chain
Transparency on Trafficking and Slavery Act of 2018, specifying the
responsibility of companies to investigate supply chain practices in
conflict-affected regions.
The U.S. Congress should pass legislation that requires social media
companies to monitor their platforms for suspicious online activity. In
line with the 2018 Allow States and Victims to Fight Online Sex Trafficking Act, social media companies should be required to implement
anti–human trafficking compliance programs.
Increase Prosecution
The U.S. government should support accountability for traffickingrelated crimes. Today, only a small number of trafficking cases leads
to conviction—a gap that widens in conflict-affected areas. As the
U.S. government invests in rule-of-law initiatives across law enforcement, justice, and social service providers in conflict-affected contexts,
it should provide targeted support for coordinated anti-trafficking
efforts. To fight corruption related to human trafficking, such efforts
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should include a focus on investigating and prosecuting corrupt public
officials profiting from such crimes. The U.S. government should also
train border officials along migration and smuggling routes from conflict-affected areas to identify and support trafficking victims.
The U.S. government should pursue charges against Islamic State
affiliates for sexual slavery and other forms of human trafficking. This
would ensure accountability for these crimes while providing a direct
response to the Islamic State’s explicit strategy of profiting from slavery
and trafficking. The U.S. government should work with partner nations,
including those in the Global Coalition to Defeat ISIS, to provide technical assistance to the Iraqi government to find and free the estimated
three thousand Yazidi women and girls abducted and enslaved by the
Islamic State.
The State Department and the U.S. Mission to the United Nations
should pressure the UN secretary-general to remove the heads of peacekeeping missions who fail to address sexual exploitation and abuse by
UN peacekeepers and officials in conflict areas. Recognizing that such
exploitation can create conditions permissive to sex trafficking, the
U.S. government should encourage the United Nations to prioritize
accountability as well as redress for victims.
The Defense and State Departments should use all available tools to
encourage partner militaries to end the use of child soldiers. The Child
Soldiers Prevention Act is intended to prohibit countries that use child
soldiers from receiving U.S. military assistance and weapons. The
Trump administration should take this commitment seriously, rather
than routinely issuing full waivers of these sanctions to allow continued
assistance. Further, the U.S. Congress should request greater transparency in the listing of offending countries to reconcile discrepancies
between State Department listings and verifiable documentation of
child soldier use, and should enact a procedure that allows it to disapprove of a waiver by joint resolution.
Strengthen Protection
The U.S. government should encourage peacekeeping missions to
better protect civilians from trafficking in conflict. The State Department and the U.S. Mission to the United Nations should consistently advocate for peacekeeping mission mandates to take concrete
steps to prevent human trafficking. The Defense and State Departments should lead an effort to improve peacekeepers’ preparedness
to identify and protect civilians from trafficking, including through
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mandatory pre-deployment training. Furthermore, the U.S. government should encourage the United Nations to adopt protocols that
facilitate UN peacekeeping missions to share information on human
trafficking threats with relevant financial and law enforcement organizations, like the Egmont Group and the International Criminal
Police Organization (Interpol).
The State Department and USAID should encourage the humanitarian community to better protect those vulnerable to human trafficking in conflict. The humanitarian cluster system, which improves the
coordination of assistance delivered by humanitarian organizations,
only recently designated human trafficking as a protection priority. The
State Department and USAID should encourage the UN agencies and
humanitarian organizations, including the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)—the cluster protection lead—to
incorporate antislavery and anti-trafficking efforts into their humanitarian activities in conflict-affected areas and to increase their consultations with and support for anti-trafficking partners. In recognition of
the risks posed by conflict-related emergencies to those vulnerable to
human trafficking, the U.S. government should encourage humanitarian actors to include risk analysis of human trafficking at the outset of,
and throughout, any humanitarian response effort.
The State Department and USAID should invest at least $150
million per year in comprehensive services for survivors of human
trafficking in conflict. These services should include medical and
psychosocial care and livelihood assistance, as well as broader support for family tracing and reunification. The State Department and
USAID should further encourage the various global funds focused on
human trafficking to explicitly address the needs of victims of human
trafficking in conflict.
The State Department and USAID should invest in multilateral
programs for the disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration
(DDR) of former child soldiers. There is urgent need for greater
access to DDR programs to prevent re-recruitment and long-term
trauma and to help ensure that child survivors of trafficking in conflict
receive adequate resources for rehabilitation, as well as educational
and vocational opportunities.
The State Department should encourage public-private partnerships
that provide vocational training to survivors of conflict-related trafficking. Successful examples of corporate initiatives providing employment
assistance for victims of sex trafficking or refugee populations can be
expanded to target populations trafficked as a result of conflict.
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Lead by Example
Since entering office, the Trump administration has made immigration
policy a priority. Beginning in 2017, Trump has issued numerous executive orders to tighten eligibility for legal immigration, increase vetting
of visa applicants, eliminate protections for noncitizens, and expand
security enforcement at the southern border. The thirty-thousandrefugee admission cap in 2019 is the lowest since the Refugee Act of
1980 created the modern refugee resettlement program. Collectively,
these policies have drastically reduced the avenues for legal immigration and raised the costs for individuals and families seeking to resettle in the United States. By making the journey riskier, they contribute
to migrants’ vulnerability to human trafficking and discourage trafficking survivors from seeking help.
In addition, Trump has made stemming the flow of migrants from
Central American countries a major goal for his administration. In
2018, then Attorney General Jeff Sessions ruled that domestic and
gang violence are not grounds for asylum, in an attempt to reduce
the number of asylum seekers. In May 2018, the Trump administration implemented its so-called zero-tolerance policy, under which
the U.S. Department of Justice can prosecute all adults apprehended
crossing the border anywhere other than at a port of entry. There has
been no exception for asylum seekers or those with minor children.
Despite these policies, the number of Central Americans crossing the
southwest border continues to increase. In May 2019 alone, 144,000
migrants and asylum seekers were taken into custody at the southern
border—a 32 percent increase from the month before. In June 2019,
the Trump administration announced that it would reduce aid to El
Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras and that future funding to the
region would be contingent upon these governments’ efforts to reduce
migrant outflows. However, a reduction in U.S. foreign assistance is
likely to increase the number of migrants and asylum seekers, as less
funding will go toward addressing the root causes of migration, such
as corruption, poverty, and violence.
Though migration flows can exacerbate human trafficking, there
is little evidence that extremist fighters have used smuggling routes
to enter Europe or the United States. The vast majority of terrorist
attacks perpetrated in the United States and Europe are committed by
citizens.104 The U.S. vetting system permitted entry of one radicalized
extremist per twenty-nine million visa approvals.105 By another count,
as of 2015, only three of the more than 850,000 refugees admitted to
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the United States since 2001 had been convicted of planning terrorist
attacks on targets outside the United States; none of the attacks was
executed successfully.106
The U.S. government should ensure that its policies on migration
and asylum disincentivize trafficking and support survivors. Stringent
border controls can increase vulnerability to trafficking; the U.S. government should evaluate whether its current and proposed border
policies contribute to an increase in human trafficking. The Trump
administration should instruct the Department of Homeland Security
to revert to the previous process for issuing T nonimmigrant status (or
T visas, which provide legal status to immigrant victims of human trafficking who are willing to assist law enforcement in the investigation
and prosecution of their traffickers). In that process, the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services handled applications internally and
were not required to refer information about denied visa applications
to other agencies. Congress should also conduct oversight hearings
on the U.S. attorney general’s ruling in Matter of A-B-, which blocks a
pathway to safety for domestic violence victims claiming asylum. The
Department of Homeland Security should increase investment in the
Blue Campaign, which is currently underfunded and understaffed.
The U.S. government should support Northern Triangle countries
in preventing and addressing gender-based violence, including that perpetrated by violent gangs. This investment will not only protect and
empower women and girls but will also help the administration address
the drivers of irregular migration from these countries to the United
States, and thereby reduce it. Passing the Central American Women
and Children Protection Act of 2019 would be a starting point.
The United States should ensure stronger compliance with its government-wide zero-tolerance policy on human trafficking, including
by personnel and contractors and throughout its procurement systems.
There are documented gaps in the Defense Department’s response, for
example; to address these, the department should create a new office
with Senate-confirmed leadership to oversee efforts to combat human
trafficking—including scenario-based and mission-specific training and
awareness campaigns, vendor vetting, and support for investigations.107
The department should further assess opportunities for the U.S. Cyber
Command to address online aspects of human trafficking, building on
previous efforts of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.108
This office would liaise across the department, with contractors, international and regional organizations including the United Nations and
North Atlantic Treaty Organization, and partner militaries.
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The U.S. government should improve the accuracy of its estimate
of the number of human trafficking victims in the United States. Many
cases of human trafficking go unreported and are therefore unaccounted for in national statistics. A new UN methodology employs
statistical techniques to estimate a more accurate victim count, which
would allow the U.S. government to develop more targeted policy
interventions to detect and provide support services to previously
hidden victims of trafficking.109
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CONCLUSION
The serious and far-reaching security implications of human trafficking
in conflict and terrorism-affected areas demonstrate why the United
States should elevate this issue on the national security agenda. To
advance stability, the U.S. government should include anti-trafficking
measures in conflict prevention, antiterrorism, anti-crime, and peacebuilding efforts, and prioritize the identification and disruption of
armed and extremist groups and criminal organizations that perpetrate
human trafficking.
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APPENDIX
Case Studies
The relationship between trafficking in persons, conflict, corruption,
organized crime, and terrorism demonstrates why policymakers need
to address trafficking as a security issue. In Iraq, human trafficking has
been used by the Islamic State to terrorize communities and recruit
fighters, thereby undermining efforts to promote stability and establish
civilians’ trust in government. In Libya, trafficking of African migrants
in conflict zones and fragile environments has destabilized existing
power-sharing networks. In Myanmar, persecuted minorities—including the Muslim Rohingya—have been trafficked and exploited by
transnational criminal groups that profit from the dire humanitarian
situation. And in Central America’s Northern Triangle, migrants journeying north are exploited ruthlessly by criminals, affirming the need
for functional and secure immigration systems.
IRAQ
In Iraq, human trafficking has undermined efforts to promote stability and has been used as a tactic by the Islamic State to spread
terror among civilian populations and recruit fighters. Weak rule of
law, large-scale displacement, and conflict have exposed civilians in
Iraq and Iraqi Kurdistan to increased risk of trafficking, including
forced labor, child soldiering, sex trafficking, and forced marriages.
Reconstruction projects have created a demand for foreign labor,
and migrant workers from Asia and East Africa who were originally
recruited for work in other countries in the region have been forced,
coerced, or deceived into working in Iraq and Iraqi Kurdistan. They
are subjected to forced labor as construction workers, security guards,
domestic workers, and cleaners.110
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The Islamic State has used trafficking to spread terror among civilians, recruit fighters, and bolster its military capacity. In 2014, the
Islamic State launched an assault on Yazidi communities in the Mount
Sinjar region of Iraqi Kurdistan, massacring Yazidi men and boys of
fighting age and abducting over 6,300 Yazidis, including more than
3,500 women.111 The Islamic State sought to create the “next generation of jihadists” through forced insemination and pregnancies.112 Boys
between the ages of eight and seventeen were referred to as the “Cubs
of the Caliphate,” and they were indoctrinated and trained to serve in
conflict and support roles, including as bomb makers, executioners,
human shields, informants, and suicide bombers.113 After the Islamic
State’s defeat, many of these boys were placed in detention centers, or
returned to their families without receiving the care and support that
trafficking victims require.
Although the governments of Iraq and Iraqi Kurdistan have taken
steps to address and prevent human trafficking, they could do considerably more. Continued insecurity, limited budgets, and massive reconstruction efforts limit both governments’ ability to allocate resources
toward preventing trafficking, holding perpetrators accountable, and
assisting victims. Government efforts to identify victims are inadequate, and victims are vulnerable to arrest and deportation for unlawful
acts committed as a direct result of being subject to human trafficking.
Despite the security implications of labor trafficking in Iraq and Iraqi
Kurdistan, their anti-trafficking laws fail to criminalize all forms of
labor and sex trafficking, and penalties for labor trafficking are weak.114
In Iraqi Kurdistan, some of the few trafficking cases taken to court have
been tried under Iraq’s Penal Code or Anti-Prostitution Act, which led
to the prosecution of the victim.115 Law enforcement and judicial officials tasked with handling trafficking cases lack the necessary specialized training to do so. Although the Iraqi government established its
first shelter for victims of trafficking in 2018, it is rarely used and lacks
reintegration and repatriation programs. In Iraqi Kurdistan, more shelters are needed and should be sufficiently resourced; women require a
court order to be allowed protection at the existing government shelters
for women, even though some women prefer not to involve courts.116
The failure of the governments in Iraq and Iraqi Kurdistan to address
human trafficking undermines their ability to build trust among civilians and promote stability.
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LIBYA
In Libya, the lack of a stable government, economic opportunities, and
security—combined with a breakdown of the rule of law and the rise
of militias fighting for control and power—has created a fertile ground
for traffickers. Armed militias have used trafficking to increase their
resources and expand their political power.117 Trafficking in Libya has also
exacerbated the risk of conflict, as it has upended existing power-sharing
networks and provided marginalized groups who lost out during the 2011
revolution the opportunity to gain more power.118
In recent years, tens of thousands of African migrants and refugees
have traveled the Mediterranean route to Italy, passing through Libya.
Traffickers have seized on the increased flow of vulnerable migrants,
with some even impersonating UNHCR staff, wearing clothing with
logos that resemble UNHCR’s.119 Men and boys report high levels of
sexual violence and trafficking perpetrated against them at checkpoints, in clandestine prisons, and in Libyan detention centers. Women
and girls report sexual abuse during their journey through Libya and in
migrant detention centers, perpetrated by smugglers, traffickers, members of armed groups, and government officials.120
Along migration routes, armed groups impose “passage taxes” and
offer protection to smugglers’ convoys in exchange for payment—a
scheme that has generated significant profit.121 Some female migrants
are asked to pay a higher fee to smugglers or are expected to raise money
along their travels: Nigerian women report that smugglers sold them to
brothel owners who then forced them to work as prostitutes until they
were able to pay double the amount it had cost to buy them.122 Others
report being punished with sexual abuse and starvation if they refused
to work and being attacked during “night parties.”123 Some of the victims have been forcibly returned to their home countries by the Libyan
coast guard, operating under EU-endorsed policies.124
Armed groups have used migrants and refugees for debt bondage,
forced labor, and sexual exploitation.125 Libyan militias have taken
migrants from Chad, Niger, and Nigeria into their ranks, using them
for labor and noncombat roles.126 Some migrants have been locked up
in detention centers controlled by local militias and forced to carry and
stockpile weapons, which helps fuel armed conflict in these areas.127
Recently, militias have started to raid migrant houses and intercept
migrant boats in an effort to portray themselves as partners of the
European Union in tackling illegal migration; this allows them to
receive EU funding. Simultaneously, militias continue to profit from
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the migrant trade, including by smuggling migrants and providing protection to other smugglers.128 The financial flows raised from trafficking
have allowed these groups to build up their militias, resulting in a power
struggle between competing groups.129
Extremist groups, including the Islamic State, have also exploited
the large exodus of African migrants traveling through Libya toward
Europe. According to witnesses, Islamic State fighters abducted
hundreds of refugees in ambushes in Libya between 2015 and 2016,
some of whom they sold as sex slaves to attract and reward fighters
in Libya.130 The group has also taken advantage of the large refugee
and migrant flows for financial gains, taxing smugglers in exchange
for passage and using already established smuggling routes to recruit
new fighters.131 Despite these trends, Libya has not criminalized
labor trafficking and only recently criminalized some forms of sex
trafficking—though, contrary to international law, Libya’s definition
of sex trafficking requires transnational movement and does not cover
acts that were induced through fraudulent or coercive means, or acts
involving adult male victims.132
MYANMAR
Trafficking in Myanmar occurs through the exploitation of the minority
Muslim Rohingya displaced population, the recruitment and use of
child soldiers, and forced labor in the armed forces. Public officials and
ethnic minority insurgencies benefit directly from trafficking in persons, while the civilian government remains complicit, stonewalling
efforts that could ameliorate the situation. In its 2019 TIP report, the
U.S. State Department kept Myanmar at the lowest-ranking level for
the second year in a row, citing the government’s failure to fully comply
with the minimum standards to eliminate trafficking, punctuated by
zero enforcement of its 2005 Anti–Trafficking in Persons Law.133
Persecution of the Rohingya by the Myanmar government, military, and local vigilante groups in western Myanmar has caused a
dire humanitarian situation, forcing an exodus of hundreds of thousands of Rohingya refugees to Bangladesh, Indonesia, Malaysia,
Thailand, and other countries in the region.134 Transnational criminal
groups in Southeast Asia have formed to prey on Rohingya refugees,
promising lucrative employment and deceiving them into boarding
ships for Malaysia, only to keep them captive at sea or in trafficking
camps along the Malaysia-Thailand border.135 A number of victims
have been killed, raped, and tortured. The criminals operating the
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vessels generate between $50 and $100 million annually, with traffickers earning an estimated $60,000 per ship.136 Thai officials have
been complicit in human trafficking rings, with the navy providing
intercepted boats with supplies in exchange for their continuing on
to Malaysia or Indonesia, thereby increasing the risk of trafficking.137
China’s former one-child policy—which created a significant gender
imbalance and a growing demand among unmarried Chinese men for
brides—stimulated trafficking of foreign women into China, including
from Myanmar.138 These women are often sold into sexual slavery or
forced labor and only allowed to leave China after giving birth. The price
for a trafficked bride in China ranges from $3,000 to $13,000.139
The Tatmadaw, Myanmar’s armed forces, have forcibly recruited
children. Some are used as combatants, while others are forced to cook,
clean, and serve as guards.140 The International Labor Organization has
been calling on Myanmar’s government to eliminate the use of forced
labor for over two decades. Although progress has been made, forced
labor remains a persistent problem, particularly in conflict areas.141
NORTHERN TRIANGLE
The trafficking of Central American migrants demonstrates how criminals capitalize on the desperation of displaced populations and benefit
from restrictive and punitive immigration policies. The Central American Northern Triangle countries of El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras are among the most violent countries in the world due to decades
of political unrest, a proliferation of gangs, corrupt institutions, and a
massive outflow of capital that deprives the region of funds for development and investment. Citizens contend with high levels of homicide, sexual and domestic violence, and extortion.142 Authorities and
law enforcement are often unable or unwilling to protect people from
these crimes, with honest officials driven into exile. Many citizens flee
the region and migrate north in search of stability and opportunity.143
In an effort to stem migrant flows from Central America, Trump has
increased U.S. border security and implemented restrictive and punitive immigration policies. Measures include a zero-tolerance policy of
criminally prosecuting people who irregularly enter the United States
and the forced separation of families.144 These immigration policies
have offered smugglers, criminals, and traffickers an opportunity to
capitalize on migrants’ desperation to reach safety. Smugglers charge
migrants exorbitant fees, and some leverage debt into forced labor or
sexual exploitation.145
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Large migrant flows and harsh immigration policies have presented drug trafficking organizations with an opportunity to generate
revenue and expand into new areas of illicit activities. Los Zetas, the
Mexican crime syndicate, has reportedly begun to hold migrants for
ransom, in addition to forcing them into drug trafficking and sexually
exploiting them.146
The Trump administration’s crackdown on immigrants within the
United States has hindered the ability of many immigrant survivors of
human trafficking to receive protection and has allowed traffickers to
operate with greater impunity. The Department of Homeland Security
recently implemented a policy that requires officials—in far more cases
than ever before—to begin deportation proceedings when applications
for T visas are denied.147 Processing times for T visas have increased
since 2018, while approval rates have gone down.148 This risk of deportation could prevent trafficking survivors from applying for visas and
reporting their traffickers, making it more difficult for law enforcement
officials to apprehend traffickers.
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